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ABSTRACT

Due to rapid growth of multimedia traffic used over the mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs), to keep up with the progress of this constraint MANETs protocols becoming increasingly concerned with the quality of service. In view of the random mobility nodes in MANET, TCP becomes more unreliability in case of higher energy consumption and packet loss. In this paper we proposed a new optimization approach to enhance decision making of TCP based on some changes of IEEE 802.11 MAC uses cross layer approach. The aim is to minimize the impact of retransmissions of packet lost and energy consumpt in order to analyse and chose the appropriate routing protocol for TCP that can be enhance QoS MANET. Our simulation results based QoS study using NS3 show that, our proposal achieved better performance of TCP in MANETs significantly, and also improved the throughput, energy consumption and facilitates the traffic transmission over routing protocol.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the technology of MANET become in the spotlight for researchers due to the flexibility of implementation. More to these advantages, MANET can be connected to internet without any prior configuration and self-repairing data communication mobile devices. Likewise, MANET could be integrated to draw a connection between reach infrastructure fixed or cellular. This last, the latter led to challenges to ensure best routing of packets. Moreover, this symbolizes a difficulty notice in the case of incorporate a better result between the guarantee of performance and reliability.

First of all, MANETs is widely used in military and disaster areas and can be used in various field, and applications used in mobile computing (nomadic computing applications). The mobile ad hoc networks have exceptional lineaments which make it more suitable to implement for multiple intend. These features are disseminating mechanism, autonomous architecture, reconfigurable network topology and light weight terminals. So, there are various issues occurring during designing and implementing of mobile-ad hoc network (MANET) such as security, reliability, and power consumption. Therefore, QoS provisioning for MANET becomes very challenging task. Whereas the amount of multimedia traffic on the Internet is increasing, a significant large portion is still generated by transmission control protocol (TCP) based applications such as file transfer protocol (FTP) and HTTP. Therefore, efficient support of TCP is crucial for these types of networks. Hence, TCP has been found not to perform well in MANETs as usually reported in literature [1].
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Indeed, TCP works reliably in wired networks and the majority of packets lost justify by network congestion [2]. Indeed, the packets are dropped when does not have enough space in waiting queues or almost full. Consequently, the packet losses can be considered as an indicator of congestion in wired networks. However, in MANET where losses usually happen reasons, such as a result of nodes are not stable, distrust link quality or interference. Nevertheless, is not able to differentiate between reasons of packet losses due to specific features of MANET and losses due to congestion.

The foremost problem confronts by TCP in MANETs as regards packet loss and retransmits a lost packet that is not generated by the network. In wired networks the error rates are low compared to other networks, thereabouts all versions of TCP currently guess that degrade the quality of radio links are owing to attenuation of signal and interference. So, TCP decelerate the sending rate by regulating its congestion window, when a packet is detected to be lost, owing to timeout or triple duplicate ACKs. Nevertheless, various problems like as capture effect, frequent link changes, spatial reuse, hidden or exposed node, contention with TCP ACK packets and routing protocol, all participate to the evil performance of TCP MANETs. To enhance TCP performance in MANETs, some solutions are proposed like as cross layer [3], layered [4] and other transport protocols [5] have been suggested for MANET.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we investigate and describe the existing survey papers and the methods that were used as base to realize our contribution. In Section 3, we introduce our proposed. Simulation results are included in Section 4 to evaluate and confirm process of our contribution by dint to simulations and results obtained. In Section 5, concludes the paper and discusses some estimate to extensions of our work.

2. RELATED WORK

A lot of studies research has conduct investigation behaviour versions of TCP in both wired and wireless communication (mobile or static) networks to ameliorate the quality of service in TCP’s functioning [6-10]. But most ancient propositions are designed for wireless cellular networks or wired networks [11, 12] here the only link join the mobile node [13-15] and the base station. However, however, MANETs are multi-hop networks in which data have to be diffused in different wireless links, between the sender and receiver. Latterly, new proposition have been discussed [16-18] at the level of MANET, the majority generate quality results but did not optimize accordingly, new study have been proposed to enhance and give more adaptive results.

Feng et al. [19] proposed I-AODV protocol to select the next hop at the level of the routing protocol algorithm, they focused on the state of the node and considered as a best selection means. Demonstrate that the minimum hops not consistently condition to select the optimal path. Another method to improve QoS in MANET routing proposed by Hanin et al. [20] based on fuzzy logic to reduce the number of redundant retransmissions while diffusing a broadcast message in the network. In the same objective, Hamzaoui et al. [21] proposed a new algorithm used clustering and k-means methods to guarantee high levels of QoS when the network becomes dense, larger and dynamic.

Kanellopoulos [22] allowed the lower layer MANET to detect and make a difference between possible network events. He proposed an overview of Congestion control based on Cross-layer optimization that can improves the overall network performance. Mahadevan [23] proposed three principal points such as threshold-based data transmission, queuing modeling, and channel modeling over physical layer to support quality of service, and provides the information about channel layer path loss but is not justify between reasons of packet losses.

Prathviraj et al. [24] proposed routing algorithm to reduce load on the route establishment based on multilayer of TCP/IP in order to enhance QoS in MANET, but they did not take into consideration the divergence of routing protocols in MANET. Kliazovich and Granelli [25] is focused on the diversification of the path in the routing with a quality of service, he proposed the dynamic source routing (DSR) with a decision stratified, which did not take into consideration the case of a dense network.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

The focus of this work, we present a new enhancement technique for improving QoS in MANET. This approach includes two main components which are as follows:

- The solution of cross layer depend on the energy, signal strength and noise. In this section, we present a new modification based on the idea of the transversal layer and inheritance of the IEEE 802.11 MAC standard with TCP new reno by taking into account the different modes of mobility for performing effective packet loss control.
Interaction between routing protocols and new hybrid TCP in MANET analyse the performance of routing protocol in terms of packet loss ratio, throughput and energy consumption and taken into account new hybrid TCP.

3.1. The signal strength

Mobility and connection between nodes in MANET networks is the greatest of all defiances face TCP MANETs. Caused by mobility the link is frequently broken due to results in packet lack or failed. TCP in its current version packet congestion will often justify packet losses at the TCP protocol level. Indeed, re-playing the packets until they successfully arrive at the receiver is not sufficient to validate this assumption, one hand, and on the other, it lifts the delay, which is why the assumption is erroneous even though it minimizes the transmission window, the network performance is degraded. Klemm et al. [26] suggest modalities that are dependent on strength to succeed these packet losses owing to mobility idea revolves around the following principles:

- If link breakdown based on the measures signal strength then probably due to a remoteness from neighbouring, response to this situation, it make possible the provisional use of the transmission power to maintain and re-establish the link.
- Establish a path rediscovey proactively before break down the path, if the signal strength measurements indicate that the interrelation is probability to lack.

3.2. RTT method

The majority traffic transmitted on the internet rely on TCP to delivery data over the internet. Principal goal of TCP is to make sure that reliable communication over an inaccurate network layer and to provide orderly data from sender to receiver precisely. Until now, a lot of research works have been done on TCP and various version of TCP have been deployed [27, 28]. Various routing mechanism have great impact on the QoS of MANET as it was mentioned. Every TCP variant has different mechanism for congestion control and loss recovery. TCP-RENO is one of the fruitful attempts it can not only enhances the forwarding process, nevertheless the mechanism based on congestion avoidance. When a source reduces its speed the losses necessary occur, by reason of the fact that congestion of TCP processing instruction is growing the congestion window with time and decrease it just when there are losses. The key idea of TCP-Reno is that: as illustrated in the Figure 1, the round-trip time (RTT) can be assessed by source for a connection using (1).

\[
\text{RTT}(n + 1) = \beta \text{RTT}(n) + (1 - \beta)M
\]  

(1)

- M : The inevitable time of a segment dismissal the ACK
- \( \alpha \): The stable value between 0 and 1, control how fast the suitable RTT changes.
- \( \text{RTT}(n) \): The value of RTT issued by last packet dispatched.
- \( \text{RTT}(n+1) \): depending on this estimated value of RTT (n 1) and the experimental value of RTT, TCP RENO will compared them and take their differences as a variable named DIFF.

We extended the methodology used in [29] in order to the measure the TCP computational energy consumption. By TCP we first started to calculate the total energy and then we underground the energy due to the transmission and reception of data on the node and the inactive energy

3.3. Proposed solution: hybrid TCP with interaction routing protocols

As previously indicated and in accordance with [30], the TCP is not really consistent with mobile ad hoc networks, because that TCP envisage all packets loss as suffer deterioration the quality of network and congestion. Consequently, many approaches have been proposed to solve this problem of compliance [31]. The majority of these proposals are based on cross layer solutions which run away from the pure between principal model OSI of communications with virtually strict limit among layers. In order to have a dynamic compensation method through layer boundaries, several cross layer approach was proposed. The aim of our paper is to offer a cross layer solution based on the RTT and Benefit the force of the wireless signal to enhance the behaviour of TCP in MANETs. The idiosyncrasy of the proposal is that it takes into consideration the outside particularities of the network with the impact of routing protocols.

In our approach, we proposed the factor of the signal strength to identify distance between nodes in MANET. This factor it used to calculate the estimated value of RTT and compare it with RTT in the regular case so as to identify the reason of the loss and take action under analysis.
New HYBRID TCP algorithm:

0: str=getLast_str();
1: Th=getLast_energy();
//lower signal strength value of pervious nodes
//Threshold energy cost of node
2: NOI=get_noise();
3: Er=get_energy();
//to get the highest value of noise of the path
//to get energy value
4: c_Rtt=get_current_RTT; //the current RTT
5: e_Rtt=(e[RTT(i)]+\alpha-\alpha)*fct(str)
//e_Rtt is the estimated value of RTT using signal strength
6: if(e_Rtt+x>=y and Er>=Th) // x is a constant of time
7: then cwnd=cwnd+1;
8: else if(noi>y)
//y is limit value of noise to take effect
9: // change channel to resolve noise problem
10: else if(str<=z)
// z is a limit value of signal strength to interfere in communication
11: //check routing protocol for new path is chose
// Congestion so the flow window divide by 2
12: else cwnd=cwnd/2;

Figure 1. RTT evaluation scenario and TCP

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Regarding the simulation, the NS3 simulator was used due to its large library of TCP versions in order to represent several scenarios in MANET. The TCP simulation scenarios are implemented with the parameters cited in the Table 1. In our simulation, as shown in Figure 2 we create a network congestion based on five nodes, and the packet loss define in node that in middle. This occurs by Data traffic flows required to go through intermediate node in order to get receiver. One should also note that, different levels of data congestion can be generated by controlling the number of TCP data flows traversing this given network node at a precise moment. We pick MANET topology with number of nodes between 10 and 50 means of the mobile routing OLSR and AODV protocol. The signal strength value is varying.

In second step we measure the packet loss rate of normal_TCP and new_hybrid_TCP over OLSR, AODV and DSDV. In the Figures 3-6, the results demonstrate that the OLSR use new_hybrid_TCP gives a good feedback compared to normal_TCP. And OLSR protocol perform better than AODV and DSDV. These results is due to the fact that new hybrid TCP takes in consideration the energy, effect of signal strength changes, the difference between it and a congestion, which makes the network work properly.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel type</td>
<td>Wireless Channel</td>
<td>Receiving Power</td>
<td>1.4 w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>802.11</td>
<td>Idle Power</td>
<td>1.1 w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocol</td>
<td>OLSR, DSDV, AODV</td>
<td>Sleep Power</td>
<td>0.002 w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>10, 20, 30, 40, 50 m/s</td>
<td>TC-INTERVAL</td>
<td>5 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Range</td>
<td>250 m</td>
<td>Hello-INTERVAL</td>
<td>3 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Energy</td>
<td>100 Joule</td>
<td>Topography</td>
<td>1000 m x 1000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Power</td>
<td>1.65 w</td>
<td>Time of simulation</td>
<td>300 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Scenario described the network interference

Figure 3. Packet loss rate of new hybrid TCP over OLS

Figure 4. Packet loss rate of new hybrid TCP over AODV
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Figure 5. Packet loss rate of new hybrid TCP and normal TCP over DSDV

Figure 6. The comparison between OLSR, AODV and DSDV in case of packet loss

Figure 7 show that the OLSR is more suitable in view of calculate throughput (kbps). if we notice Figure 8, can note that the computational energy cost is elevated in case of OLSR protocol compared to case of DSDV and AODV protocol. For the sake of clarity, the Figure 9 illustrate that the new hybrid TCP over DSDV protocol gives a good feedback compared to normal TCP. This result is due to the fact that New Hybrid TCP takes in consideration the nodes mobility, instead of normal TCP the mobility as congestive which degrade throughput. However, as shown in Figure 10 when we use a dynamic ad hoc network with route change we note in case of OLSR consume less than AODV and DSDV.

We use a static ad hoc network without route changes to separate the effect of network traffic interference from the other packet loss reasons. As shown in Figures 11 and 12 the protocol OLSR and AODV consumed more energy than AODV over new TCP hybrid. Caused by routing overhead to route maintenance.

Figure 7. Throughput measured over OLSR, AODV and DSDV with mobility node
Figure 8. Throughput measured of new hybrid TCP and normal TCP over OLSR

Figure 9. Throughput measured of new hybrid TCP and normal TCP over DSDV

Figure 10. Throughput measured of new hybrid TCP and normal TCP over AODV

Figure 11. New hybrid TCP over routing protocols OLSR, DSDV and AODV at different node mobility

Figure 12. New hybrid TCP over routing protocols OLSR, DSDV and AODV at different node mobility
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have handled the issue of QoS in MANET, includes two main components. We first exposed the inconvenience effects has on TCP performance means to improve it, these leads are to justify between reason of packet losses based on energy, RTT and signal strength over the routing protocols. The second is to select the appropriate routing protocol to this end. Simulation purposed over NS3 demonstrates that OLSR is the best routing protocol given to the packet loss ratio. Otherwise, DSDV consume less energy compared to other protocols. AODV is undesirable protocol attached to energy consumption. In our coming works we will attempt to improve TCP and routing protocol to make it able to support constraint of internet of thing.
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